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A rabid milkman nodding
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Across

1 Jungle kid, primarily Messua's orphaned 
waif gained legendary importance (6)

4 It saved animals from Arakhs? No, not 
exactly (5,3)

10 Spanish pirate and the French loafer (7)

11 Part of the Periodic Table? Perhaps 
U,I,Te,Mb,R.. (7)

12 Cygnet from Botswana (4)

13 One requesting a lord to take it into 
reconsideration (10)

15 Hog time for the ancient messenger (6)

16 Exercise with a block leaving husband a 
vain person (7)

20 Rounded way to describe a frog? (4-3)

21 Incentive! say, Audi Q7 or recalled Ford? 
(6)

24 Adapting? an aberrant...Perhaps the 
Chinese bear this (5,5)

26 Carol's with an Indian Sardar on radio (4)

28 Here is where Hugh Laurie became a 
medical genius.. (2-5)

29 Time Po cooked ultimate sauce, for 
example (7)

30 Drummer dare let loose mad butcher (8)

31 A stag slayed over horns, primarily? 
Appalled! (6)

Down

1 Spooner's towels of lustrous fabrics for 
weaklings! (8)

2 Lens used to shoot Blue-winged Teal 
starting to take off (4-5)

3/27 Uniting, restricting nothing, he rules over 
Pride Lands (4,4)

5 Stranger is red! (8)

6 At sea, met rich king and sailor, an ocean-
dweller (6,4)

7 On the way crossing a navy blue-crowned 
parakeet, perhaps (5)

8 One Indian mythological character (king) 
returned with one in 3 &27 (6)

9 Odd-even rule at first? Forget it! (5)

14 Companies allow break right away for 
E.coli bearer (3,7)

17 Order dogs, wolves and cats perhaps (9)

18 Protection without trials for people from 
Beirut (8)

19 Deer is hugging English model! This is 
most dramatical (8)

22 Narcissism for example: "I'm so fantastic! 
(6)

23 Good-for-nothing husband left New Delhi 
for a bit of relaxation (5)

25 Top hunter surrounded by wild boar can't 
stand! (5)

27 See 3


